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Bowling ball dead baby

Tasteless Baby Jokes Q: What is blue and yellow and is found at the bottom of a pool? A: A baby with cut floaties. Q: What is green-black and yellow and is found at the bottom of a pool? A: Same baby three weeks later. Q: What is red and yellow and floating on top of the pool? A: Floaties with a baby cut. Q: What is red and sitting in a high chair? A: A baby eats razor blades. Q:
What are red and white and squirms in the corner? A: Dead Baby plays with razor blades. Q: What is red, white and green and sitting in a corner? A: Same baby 3 weeks later. Q: What are the blue and thrashes about on the floor? A: A baby plays in a plastic bag. Q: What is blue and sitting in the corner? A1: Baby in a glossy paper bag. A2: Dead baby play with saranwrap. Q:
What is green and sitting in the corner? A: The same baby died two weeks later! Q: What is the taste of This Month's Baskin Robbin? A: Blue baby cheesecry. (There is a taste of the month called Blueberry Cheesecake) Q: How do you make a dead baby float? A1: Fill a glass with the original beer, and add a tablespoon of cream and a spoonful of dead baby. A2: One original beer
and two baby spoons. (If on a diet use only one spoon) A3: Add 8 ounces of Coke-Cola with 2 tablespoons of dead baby. A4: Take your foot off its head. Q: And where did you get the baby? A: Abortion clinic. Q: (At the abortion clinic) Boy, what are these people doing? I can't get in because they're blocking my way. I want my float! A: They are life advocates. They don't like
sweets. Q1: What are red and white and bubbles all over? Q2: What is red, effervescent and scratched in the window? Q3. What is brown and the faucet on the window? Q4: What is pink and red and bangs on the window? Q5: What is black and effervescent and tap on glass? A: A baby in the microwave. Q: What is black and effervescent and taps on the glass every ten
seconds? A: Dead baby in a carousel microwave! (works best if speaking while on a swivel chair) Q: What is blue and type in the glass? A: A baby in a fishtank Q: What is charred black and what is the really bad smell? A1: A baby chews on an extension cord. A2: A baby in the fireplace. Q1: What is red and swing back and again? Question 2: What is pink and red and swaying
back and forth, back and forth...? Q3: What is red and hanging four feet off the floor? A: Dead baby on a meathook. Q: How do you know when an elephant was in baby transport? A: By footprints on the baby's forehead! (damn elephants get into everything!) Q: What do elephants use for ben-wa balls? A: The children are dead. Q: Why does the baby cross the street? A: It was
stapled to chicken. Q: Why did koalas fall out of trees? A: Because it's dead. Q: Why did the baby fall out of the tree? A: Because it was stapled to koalas. Q: Why did the tree fall? A: Koalas never let go. Q: Why did kangaroos die? A: Because the koala landed on it. Q: How do you get a baby out of a tree? A: You give a Mexican a stick and tell him it's a penata! Q: What has 4 legs
and an arm? A: A Doberman in a Child Q: What's more interesting than stamping dead children against walls? A: Pull them out. Q: What's more interesting than nailing a baby to a fence? A: Split it back. Q1: What is red and white and go 'round and 'round? Q2: Red white, red red, red and white...? Q3: What is pink and red and round and round? Q4: What is pink and with a flick of
a convert to red? Q5: What is red and chunky and traveling, in a circle, at 190 mph? A: A baby in a blender Q: Why do you stick a baby in the first blender foot? A: So you can see the expression on its face! Q1: How do you get 1000 dead babies in a phone booth? Q2: How do you get 10 dead babies into a tupperware bowl? A1: La ' Machine! A2: Use blender Q: How do you get it
out? A1: With a straw! A2: Doritos Q: What is worse than a baby dying in a trash can? A: Ten babies died in a trash can. Q: What's worse than 10 babies dying in the trash? A: A baby has died in ten trash cans. Q: What could be worse than a dead baby in a trash can? A: A trash cap in a dead baby. Q: What do you do with 4 dead babies and a sheet of glasses? A: Make a coffee
table. Q: What is easier to unload, a truck full of Dead Babies or a truck full of bowling balls? A: Dead Babies, you can use a pitchfork Q: What is the difference between a truckload of dead infants and a truck load of bricks? A: You cannot use a pitchfork on tiles. Q: What is the difference between a water tank and an infant crate? A: You can't shovel water with a pitchfork. Q: How
do you load 100 screaming babies to a truck? A: A pitchfork. Q: How do you unload a truck full of babies? A: With a pitchfork. Q: Why did you unload a truck full of babies with a pitchfork? A: So you can know which one is still alive. Q: What is this? (raise your hands and shake them) A: A living person. Q: How do you know when you hit a live one? A: The pitchfork shake Q: How do
you find babies living in a pile of dead people? A: Jab 'em all with a pitchfork. Q: What is worse? A: At the bottom of the pile, there was an attempt to eat his way out Q: What is worse? A: It makes it Q: What is worse? A: It came back in seconds! Q. Whats more interesting that turns a baby on the clothing line? A. Stop it with a shovel. Q: What's more interesting than filming a baby
on a rope at 100MPH? A: Stop it with a cricket bat (thwok) Q: What is worse than running a baby than with a car? A: Take it off the tires. Q: How is a baby like a grape? A: Both give a little wine when you squish them. Q: What's small, red, and can't go back in the hallway? A: A baby with a plunge through its head. Q: How do you prevent a baby from falling into one mouth A: Stick a
plunge through its head. Q: What's small, red and impossible to get into the elevator? A: A baby with a javelin in its head. Q: What is a dingo calling a baby in a stroller? A: Meals on wheels. Q: What is pink, and with the flick of a switch, goes black? A: A baby plays with a powerpoint. Q: What is black and hairy and crawling New South Wales? A: A baby is covered in Funnel-Web
spiders. (PS. Funnel-Web Spiders are black and hairy) Q: What is red and is located in all four corners of the room? A: A baby playing with a chainsaw. Q: What is red, sitting in front of a mirror, and becoming smaller and smaller? A: A baby combed its hair with a potato peeler. Q: Whats red and white and screaming? A: A baby peeled in a bag of salt. Q: What is the right gift for a
dead baby? A: One is dead. Q: What is red and crawling onto your legs? A: Homes homes homes homestop abortion! Q: What is pink and red and silver and crawling against the wall? A: A baby with forks in its eyes. Q: What is red and hanging around in trees? A: A baby has been hit by a snow thrower. Q: What is red and white and is spread all over the lawn? A: A baby run over
by a lawn mower. Q: What is red, white and green and is spread all over the lawn? A: Same baby, two months later. Q: Why do dead infants not drive BMW? A: Because BMW jokes are almost as old as dead baby jokes! Sheish!! Get a life, why don't you?! Q: How many dead babies are needed to replace the bulbs? A: As much as it takes to make a pile high enough to reach the
bulb with. Q: What is pink and the cape? A: A baby in a frying pan. A: Doner Kebabie. Q: What did the mother say to the baby on a crying stick? A: Shush, Kebabie! Q: What is the definition of revenge? A: A baby with a dingo in its mouth. (This is definitely an Australian classic) - Glenn Q: What's the difference between a baby and a bagels? A: You can put a bagels in the toaster.
You have to put the baby in the oven. Q. What is brown and keep it juice in? A. A baby in an oven bag. Q: How do you spoil a baby? A: Put it out in the sun. Q: Why do shark fishermen stop at abortion clinics? A: Dead infants make the best chum. Q: What is charred black and really bad smell? A: A baby plays with a blow torch. Q. What's the baby doing on the wall? A. Play darts.
That's the board. Q. What's the baby doing on the table? A. Located on its abdomen. It's a pin. Q: What is 18 years long, cold and hard, and makes a woman scream in the morning? A: Death of the cym before. Q: What is worse (or more exciting) than a dead baby in art class? A: Pin it on the message board. Q: What could be worse than finding a dead baby on your pillow in the
morning? A: Realize you were drunk and had sex with it the night before. Q: What is the difference between a bucket of gravel and a bucket of placenta? A: You cannot rinse gravel mouths. Q: What's more interesting than a crate of dead babies? A: Pin them to their eyes. Did you know that it takes five babies to make just one bottle of baby oil? A woman who was lying in her
hospital bed recovered after giving birth to an intense 12-hour baby boy. A few minutes later, the door to the hospital room opened, and in the walk the delivery nurse brought the boy .... SUDDENLY the nurse threw the baby on the floor Kick it onto the wall, pick it up and rotate it around several times and THROW it in Wall.... Well, just bewildered, the woman gives a big SHREEEK
and screams MY GOD..... WHAT DID YOU DO TO MY ?????? Nurse giggles a little with herself 'April Fish', she says... You're !!!!!!!!!! Q: Why babies test the most beautiful ones A: Because they are made by hand
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